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Structure that Opens the Gate
and Opens the Door
Sometimes the best way to solve a problem is to look
at it from a different perspective. That is certainly the
case in ion channel research. Hodgkin and Huxley must
have realized that 50 years ago when they looked at
membrane currents with a voltage clamp, and Sakmann
and Neher realized it 20 years ago when they measured
Possible Symmetries of Tetrameric Channelsingle-channel currents with the patch-clamp tech-
nique. The cloning and mutagenesis of ion channel
The BK channel is particularly interesting because it iscDNAs over the past decade has also provided a new
gated by both voltage and intracellular Ca21. The voltageperspective into the molecular mechanisms of ion chan-
gating is presumed to result from movement of the S4nel function. Most recently, however, it has been struc-
segments, while the Ca21 appears to bind to an intracel-tural determination of ion channels that has been provid-
lular domain in the carboxy-terminal region referred toing the new perspectives. In this issue of Neuron,
as the Ca21 bowl (Schreiber and Salkoff, 1997). Both theMacKinnon and his colleagues provide another look at
movement of the S4 segments and the binding of Ca21 tothe structure of a K1 channel, this time an intracellular
each subunit are thought to modulate the same openingdomain of the E. coli K1 channel, which is also present
conformational change in the pore (Horrigan et al., 1999;in large conductance Ca21-activated K1 channels (BK
Rothberg and Magleby, 1999). This highlights the con-channels) (Jiang et al., 2001). This domain, following the
servation in the mechanisms of voltage-dependent gat-inner helix of the pore, is in a region of the channel
ing and ligand-dependent gating. One domain, betweenthought to couple intracellular ligand binding to the con-
the inner helix and the Ca21 bowl, is particularly intri-formational change that opens the channel pore. This
guing given its location and strong conservation. Thisstructure promises to yield new insights into the molecu-
domain, now referred to as the RCK (for regulating con-lar mechanisms of gating.
ductance of potassium) domain, is found not only inChannels that are gated by intracellular ligands are
BK channels, but also in a majority of prokaryotic K1beginning to take their rightful place beside the voltage-
channels and in TrkA, an intracellular component of thegated and neurotransmitter-gated channels. These
Trk system of prokaryotic K1 transporters. In some ofchannels include the large and small conductance Ca21-
these proteins, RCK domains may bind NAD; however,
activated K1 channels, the cyclic nucleotide-gated
the NAD binding motif is not conserved in most of the
(CNG) channels, and the K(ATP) channels. They are all
K1 channels, indicating that the RCK domain may serve
members of the P region–containing family of channels a function other than binding a nucleotide cofactor.
where the pore is formed by the last two transmembrane In this issue of Neuron, Jiang et al. present the X-ray
segments and intervening P region of each of the four crystal structure of the RCK domain of the E. coli K1
subunits. The structure of this region is typified by the channel. The structure contains some reoccurring
structure of another bacterial K1 channel, KcsA from S. themes and some novel features. The core of the RCK
lividans (Doyle et al., 1998). In KcsA, the inner helices domain forms a Rossmann fold, an a/b structure with
of each of the four subunits are arranged like an inverted a six-stranded parallel b sheet sandwiched between two
teepee with a “smokehole” at the intracellular end where sets of a helices. Rossmann-fold domains have been
the ions enter and exit, and a selectivity filter at the found in a variety of proteins where they exhibit diverse
extracellular end formed by the P region. This structure functions. In many of these proteins, though, the Ross-
has already yielded unprecedented insights into the mann fold serves as a binding site for a substrate or
mechanism for ion selective conduction in K1 channels. cofactor, suggesting the possibility that the RCK domain
Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that movement of the E. coli K1 channel may serve a ligand binding
of these inner helices, and perhaps widening of the function.
“smokehole,” underlies gating (Liu et al., 1997). In fact, One particularly intriguing finding is the presence of
movement of the inner helices in KcsA has been directly RCK dimers in the crystals. One dimer involves a helix-
observed with EPR spectroscopy (Perozo et al., 1999). strand-helix structure extending from one edge of the
Consistent with this idea, virtually all channels gated by Rossmann fold, and the other involves conserved hy-
intracellular ligands contain domains following the inner drophobic resides on the external face of helix D. These
helix of the pore that are involved in ligand binding or dimers exhibit a 2-fold rotational symmetry, in striking
the coupling of ligand binding to channel opening. This contrast to the 4-fold rotational symmetry predicted for
suggests a simple model for channel activation where the pore-lining segments. This suggests the possibility
conformational changes in a carboxy-terminal ligand that, while the pore may form as a 4-fold symmetric
binding domain are directly coupled to movement of the tetramer as in KcsA, the RCK domains may form as a
dimer of dimers in the intact channel (see figure). Ainner helices and opening of the pore.
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similar symmetry has been seen for the glutamate bind- for “predictive remapping” of visual receptive fields in
the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) (Duhamel et al., 1992),ing domains of the GluR2 channel (Armstrong et al.,
a part of macaque visual cortex thought to play a role1998) and has been proposed for the cyclic nucleotide
in saccadic eye movements. For many LIP cells, immedi-binding domain of CNG channels (Liu et al., 1996), sug-
ately prior to a saccadic eye movement, the receptivegesting that dimer symmetry may be a reoccurring
field seems to shift temporarily across the retina in thetheme in this family of ligand-gated channels.
same direction as the intended saccade. The result ofOne of the novel features of the E. coli RCK domain
this anticipatory shift is that the cell responds to stimulistructure is a salt bridge between a lysine and aspartic
that appear in its ultimate receptive field location beforeacid residue located 27 amino acids apart in the primary
the eyes have even moved. This neural phenomenonsequence. These residues are conserved in all RCK do-
may help to maintain a stable representation of the worldmains, but are not found in other Rossmann-fold struc-
in spite of the constant shifts in the retinal image pro-tures. Using a double mutant cycle analysis, Jiang et al.
duced by eye movements.show that this salt bridge is also present in the RCK
Not just eye movements, but body movements asdomain of BK channels. These results attest to the appli-
well can alter visual receptive field positions. Gross andcability of this RCK domain structure to the RCK domain
colleagues have studied visually sensitive neurons inof BK channels, for which much more functional informa-
macaque ventral premotor cortex, which is involved intion is known. Furthermore, the large effects of the
controlling body movements. Most of these neuronscharge-reversal mutations on the gating of BK channels
are bimodal—they respond to both visual and tactilepoints to the involvement of the RCK domain in the
stimulation. Frequently, the visual and tactile receptivecoupling of ligand binding to channel opening. These
fields are related. For example, a neuron with a tactilemutations represent only the tip of the iceberg to investi-
receptive field near the mouth will also respond to visualgations of the molecular movements associated with
stimuli near the mouth. Graziano, Yap, and Gross (1994)gating of BK channels, and this structure opens the door
studied cells with bimodal receptive fields associatedto many more such studies.
with the arm and showed that, when arm position
changed, visual receptive fields typically shifted acrossWilliam N. Zagotta
the retina in the same direction as the arm. They pro-Department of Physiology and Biophysics
posed that these cells encode visual (and tactile) stimuliHoward Hughes Medical Institute
in an arm-centered coordinate system, in order to facili-University of Washington
tate sensory guidance of arm movements.Seattle, Washington 98195
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field seems to shift toward the saccade target around
the time of the saccade. The receptive field during this
perisaccadic period is defined by a burst of renewed
Shifting Receptive Fields activity associated with the saccade. Such perisaccadic
activation of V4 responses has previously been demon-
strated in experiments where the probe stimulus itself
The very notion of a receptive field implies a defined, was the saccade target (Fischer and Boch, 1981; Moore
static region of sensitivity—for visual neurons, a region et al., 1998). In the current experiment, the probe and
in retinotopic space. Other factors besides retinal stimu- saccade target are dissociated so that the probe can be
lation (such as attentional state) may modulate neural used to map the spatial distribution of the reactivation.
responses, but the shape and position of the receptive In many instances, the perisaccadic receptive field is
field should remain fixed, permanently constrained by shifted (toward the saccade target) relative to the classi-
anatomical connectivity. cal receptive field (defined by responses to probe on-
Not so, as it turns out, for some visual neurons. For sets, which occur earlier in the behavioral trials). The
shifts appear moderate in size—on the order of oneexample, Goldberg and colleagues presented evidence
